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Literacy: Small cities pip big ones
New Census Data Reveal Mumbai's Rate LowerThan Nashik's

TIMESINSIGHT GROUP

New Delhi: In each of the pai.rs that follow,
which city would you think has a higher rate
o.f literacy: Raipur or Hyderabad? Nagpur or
Chennai? Ghaziabad or Bangalore? Jabal-
pur or Kolkata? Aurangabad or Delhi?
, In each of these pairs, the first city is the
surprise wi.nner, an analysis of newly re-
Ieased census data shows. while literacy in
irban areas tends to be hisher than that in
rural areas, and bigger cities do even better
than the urban average, the differences be-
tween big cities are telling.

The data shows that the biggest cities,
which function as growth poles for that state
or region, have lower literacy rates tha.n
slightly smaller cities. So Mumbai has lower
literacy than Nashik, which is less thar a
tenth of its size, and Chennai has lower liter-
acy than Tiruchirapa.lli, which is less than a
lifth its size.
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llncludes Delhi uA, Noida, Greater Noidq
chazlabad, curgaon and Faridabad

The 10 million-plus cities with the high-
est literacy rates are aLl under 2.5 mill ion in
size. This ligt is dominated by seven Kerala
cities, but Ghaziabad in Uttar Pradesh comes
in at a surprising sixth. A further statistical
surprise is that Ghaziabad's female literacy
is the highest of any big Indian citla Maha-
rashtia, Guj arat and Tamil Nadu are the oth-
er states whose big cities have high literacy

The Delhi urban sprawl (including Delhi,
Noida, Greater Noida, Faridabad and cur-
gaon) has a literacy rate of 87"/o, which
places it in the bottom half of the million-
plus cities for literacy

Mumbai, the financial capital and India's
second biggest city has a literacy rate slight-
ly higher than 90%, which sounds a lot less
impressive when you rcalize that there are
alnost 90 other big cities with the same or
higher literacy rates. Of the metros, Hydera-
bad is by far the worst performer and its fe-
male literacy rate is under 80.% .

*xlncludes Vasai-Virar


